
CI-50B
Banknote recycler

The CI-50B cash recycling solution removes the need for staff to handle banknotes at the 
point of sale. When integrated into your existing POS system the CI-50B securely automates 
cash handling at payment positions minimising the risk of errors and shrinkage while 
enhancing staff productivity and customer service. The addition of the coin unit (CI-10C) 
integrates coin handling into a single solution, for handling both notes and coins.

Euro



Related solutions...

As part of our CASHINFINITY™ solution, the CI-50B compact cash recycling system is stylishly designed for easy 
integration into cash desks and self-checkouts.

CI-100

Fast secure cash 
processing and storage 
in the back offi ce.

CI-SERVER

Centralised management of cash 
throughout a store in the front and 
back offi ce.
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CI-50B banknote recycler
Deposit Capacity of inlet: 10 0 notes (with cover opened) 

5 notes (with cover closed)
Speed: 5 notes/second

Dispense Capacity of outlet: 10 notes 
Speed: 4 notes/second

Recycle Total 1,200 notes

Configuration options: 
1. Single module 300 notes × 3 + dual module (100 notes+200 notes) × 1 
2. Single module 300 notes × 2 + dual module (100 notes+200 notes) × 2 
3. Single module 300 notes × 4

Collection 2,000 notes 
Collection cassette
*Capacity dependent on condition of notes

Function Exit shutter 
Dedicated box × 2 (dispense, reject, category 1, category 2) 

Safe options UL-291 24-hour, CEN III
Safe lock options S&G lock 

LAGARD lock

Recognition Counterfeit detection 
Fit/unfit

Options Collection cassette with ink 
Extra stacking collection cassette 
Extension slide unit for integration with CI-10C

PC Control PC included (inside safe)
Dimensions  
(W × D × H)

UL-291 24-hour safe: 
340mm × 800mm × 860mm / 13.4" × 31.5" × 33.9" 

CEN III safe: 
400mm × 830mm × 920mm / 15.7" × 32.7" × 36.2" 

Weight UL-291 24-hour safe: 300kg / 661lbs. 
CEN III safe: 505kg / 1113lbs.

Extension slide unit for CI-10C (for integration)
Overflow box 750 coins
Dimensions (W × D × H) 
and weight

Stand for UL-291 24-hour safe: 
240mm × 450mm × 180mm / 9.4" × 17.7" × 7.1" 
19.5kg / 43lbs

Stand for CEN III safe : 
240mm × 450mm × 240mm / 9.4" × 17.7" × 9.4" 
23.5kg / 51lbs.

* Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct 
equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by GLORY LTD. They may 
vary depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.

CI-50 FOR FRONT OFFICE

The addition of the coin unit (CI-10C) 
integrates coin handling into a single 
solution, for handling both notes and coins.


